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I. Introduction 

Appropriate titling of art work is an essential vehicle which drives home meaning, intent of author and 

communicative power hinged on comprehensive understanding of creative matrix. Title in visual art particularly 

public outdoor sculpture, has capacity to engage audience in deep contemplation which may be impulsively 

sensual, soothing and incredibly overwhelming in aesthetic pleasure. However, poor title may achieve little for a 

work of art; particularly, if it did not clearly attend to the representation of formal visual art elements in the 

thematic conceptualisation and the intent aimed at. Such works, particularly if they are public art; may be treated 

with   apathy or contempt by the public. A provocative title may even trigger outright rejection of work of art no 

matter how good the combination of visual elements in expression of form of such work may be.  

Nonetheless, in whatever manner title of work was formed, it is still the driving force for audience participation 

in the general critiquing of public art. This action ultimately put artist at the mercy of the public assessment of 

their works; since the public are the final approving body of the art. In this case, a lot depend on excellent 

conceptual ground work in theme adopted, formal presentation of visual elements of art in form construction 

and proficient expression as well as appropriate title of work which must explain the meaning of the work and 

win the public approval.  

There are two ways in which intension and meaning in art works may be presented to the audience. One is the 

direct titling approach; which situate title of work basically on the plain visual expression of work. Here, the 

meaning of work is made manifest instantly as the audience visually assess it. The second titling approach in 

visual art is derivable from metaphoric experience. Title of work based on metaphor is conceived in two 

conceptual domains in which one domain is understood in terms of another (Anastasia, 2014 ) that is, visual 

based on conceptual experience of one, gives or ascribes form and meaning to the other. Grieder (1990: 20) also 

expressed similar view. He observes that a well known form may express an independent point of view. 

Apparently, from Grieder’s opinion, a work of art may be instant in visual representation and interpretation, but 

it may have other underlining meaning which requires the artist of such work or an art connoisseur or 

cognoscente explanation. In this case, the title of work may tend toward abstraction, requiring a lot of 

contemplation to decode in formalistic representation. Art form emanating from this type of concept may 

probably be valued among the audiences that are familiar with art interpretation and given to high level aesthetic 

understanding.  

The foregoing concept of creative visual work titling is applicable and appropriate to outdoor sculpture 

generally. Appropriate title of public art usually motivate the public to approve urban outdoor sculpture as good 

enough to be allowed sustenance in the public domain for as long as it stands the test of time. But there have 
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been evidence of poor titling of work and non-titling of work by artists and misconception of work titles or lack 

of understanding of titles that are basically metaphorical by the public. In some cases, audiences have been left 

to wander miserably on the appropriate meaning of poorly titled works. Works such as Yeye Osun located in 

Osogbo and Unity erected in Ado-Ekiti (now demolished) are basically metaphoric in conception and to some 

extent difficult to understand by the obtuse. Although, the works are good in standard they have not provided 

the general audience with instant thematic understanding; this in a way must have affected the clear 

comprehension of the functional and art historical values of the works.. A public outdoor sculpture erected in 

Ayetoro junction in Osogbo symbolizing ‘Unity’ is better known as Baba Onisekere (the sekere musical player) 

by the public (plate 1). The statue, the focus of this study, is an example of public art that has presented 

challenges of clear conceptual understanding of the art and its function, to certain members of the public in the 

city.      

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1 

Akintonde Moses,  Baba Onisekere,cement, height: 285cm, 1991,Ayetoro Junction, Osogbo. 

Photograph: Akintonde Moses, 2007 

 

It is necessary to state here that the statue of Baba Onisekere was conceived in line with the second titling 

approach - a derivation of metaphoric experience already explained above. However, certain members of the 

public in the metropolis were oblivious of the intense interpretation of the work, conceived in metaphorical 

mode. They probably could not find a correlate between the theme ‘Unity’ and the imagery of sekere player 

expressively employed in the statue to illustrate ‘Unity of purpose’ earnestly required for the development of a 

new state (Osun State). Although, the form expressed is a familiar genre, it was not seen by some members of 

the public as encoding the concept of “Unity” applied to the young Osun State; intently fused into the image to 

inspire civic patriotism. In the light of the ambiguity, another meaning was assigned to it. The misconception of 

the title provided a fertile ground for prejudicial claims made on the figure. The cumulative result of the 

problem was a serious art historical imbalance in the statue generally.                      

Be that as it may be, scholarship in public art in Southwest of Nigeria is still relatively low. Available 

publications on the art, mostly discussed the general practice of public outdoor sculpture in the zone (Akintonde, 

2004: 15-26 and 2008a). Issues critically examined in other studies were form, style and themes (Odibooh, 

1987, Adewole, 1999 and Adisa, 1999). However Akintonde (2008a, 2008b: 17-39 and 2013: 120-129) and 

Akintonde and Kalilu (2013: 88-103) have comprehensively discussed various issues, which also include 

emergence, development, typology, taxonomy and spread of the images and the general attitude in the practice 

of the art. But the applications of critical theoretical issues such as title conception by artist, perception and 

possible interpretation by the general audience of the sculptural images have not attracted appreciable 

scholarship. The only available publication on the issue of title on public outdoor sculpture in Southwestern 

Nigeria, is the observation of Akintonde (2004: 15-26) which provided scanty information on perceived 

inadequacy of the title of the statue of Baba Onisekere located in Osogbo. The publication also shed light on the 

metaphorical meaning of the art as conceived by the artist in just one paragraph. Further study of Akintonde and 
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Oladugbagbe (2013: 64-74) on the same image borders on copyright infringement against the work which they 

said was possible because of the ineffectiveness of copyright law on artworks in Nigeria, particularly, public 

outdoor sculpture. Although, the publications are good background in the present study, nevertheless, they did 

not provide indepth knowledge about emerging art historical problem in the statue of Baba Onisekere.  

 

II. Research Problem and the Study 

The statue of Baba Onisekere in Osogbo was perceived as a certain sekere player by some members of the 

public after its unveiling in 1991. Although the statue did not have any historical link with a specific family in 

Osogbo and its environ, it has been erroneously ascribed an heroic figure. It has also been accorded historical 

affinity with both “Alusekere family” of Osogbo and Ilie. Nevertheless, the historical status ascribed to the 

statue, is conjectural and prejudicial. Although, the misconception in the title is an irony of fate, however, an 

heroic figure ascribed it, perhaps, suitable enough for veneration in history, is an imbalance which must be 

urgently addressed.  

Baba Onisekere is the first near abstract conceptualised title in Osun State public outdoor sculpture treated in 

figural expression visually interpreted in sekere player imagery. The title is not instantaneous in visual 

interpretation of the imagery of ‘Unity’ unlike the thematic heroic figures, such as:  Obokun located in Ilesa 

(plate 2), Ajagunnla in Ila-Orangun (plate 3) expressed in iconic form easily understood by the generality of the 

public. 

                               
           Plate 2                        Plate 3 

                Joe Erigar, Owa Ajibogun, cement,                        Moses Akintonde, Ajagunnla, cement,                           

                      height: 270cm, 1986, Ilesa.                            height: 270cm, 1987, Ila-Orangun. 

             Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2007          Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2007 
 

In reality, Baba Onisekere as a title symbolising ‘Unity’ in sculptural form, when not contemplated in a 

symbolic representation, it tends to be ambiguous in meaning and expression. And since the metaphorical 

meaning encoded in the image was not thoroughly explained to the public, the Baba Onisekere visually 

expressed applied to interpret unity, the main theme of the statue may be justified because it portrays visual 

correlate to sekere musical player’s body coordination in unison during performance. In advanced countries, 

public enlightenment on public sculpture is paramount; it promotes public acquaintance of minute details of 

commissioning history, art elements, thematic choice, execution, functions, and other details of public outdoor 

sculpture. Such understanding is hardly known in Nigeria; more so, that the media outfits, an important organ 

that should provide adequate updates of public art are not alive to their duties. Actually, issues on visual art are 

usually considered less in social importance, unlike political and economic dialogues and volatile subjects, like 

religious matter which often received more attention of the country’s media outfits. With the misconception in 

the title and the non acquaintance of the public with the metaphoric meaning conveyed through the image, the 

misinterpretation of thematic concept of “Unity” arose; hence the appropriation of other meaning to Baba 

Onisekere which subsequently took firm root immediately after the unveiling of the statue.                           

Since the sentiment hinged on the reason for the production of the statue, by certain members of the public who 

ascribed the credit in the production of the statue to the purposive immortalization of the patriotic feat of the 

perceived Alusekere family in Osogbo and Ilie, it may likely changed the cause of history of the statue in future. 
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For instance, the basic Alusekere (sekere player group) history in Osogbo and Ilie has already be tinkered with. 

The government intension to promote patriotism through the inherent civic teachings in the statue has also been 

obstructed albeit its apparent aesthetic pleasure. In the light of this, for better understanding of the function of 

the statue, and for clarity of history, it is sacrosanct that a proper art historical record of the work should be 

realigned. In the cause of the art historical reconstruction of the statue, the study has presented a comprehensive 

account of the commissioning of the statue, as well as the un-veiling and post-unveiling events associated with 

the work. A thematic analysis of the work was done to provide clear meaning in the metaphor of sekere 

performance conceptually expressed as “Unity” of ‘purpose in the statue’. 

It also examined briefly the lineage history of the Alusekere in Osogbo and Ilie. The study aimed at 

exterminating the historical conjecture associated with the statue and the sekere players’ groups in Osogbo and 

Ilie, and presents a clear basic art historical record of the statue in the body of Osun State history. The official 

title of the image is sekere player as stated by the commissioning document of the statue with reference 

SP/S.62/17 of 4th December, 1991. Baba Onisekere widely used as the title of the work by the public apparently 

is similar in literary interpretation to the sekere player. For the purpose of this study therefore, Baba Onisekere 

had been adopted as operational tool in the discussion. For instance, Col. Ajiborisa whose administration 

commissioned the work was not oblivious of the use of sekere player imagery to express unity of purpose. He 

even expressed the meaning of the image to the audience during the unveiling ceremony of the statue.  

 

III. Origin and History of Osogbo 

The history of Osogbo was briefly discussed in this section in order to situate the commissioning and function of 

Baba Onisekere. A general acceptable oral tradition variously recorded by scholars on Osogbo history put the 

establishment of the town around seventeenth century (Awe and Albert, 1995: 1–12 and Pogoson, 1995: 152-

167). Two brothers Olarooye and Timehin, who were Ijesa, a sub-group of Yoruba in Southwest of Nigeria was 

said to have established the town. Olarooye a descendant of Ajibogun had reigned in Ipole Ijesa where he was 

confronted by perennial water shortage. For this reason, he dispatched his brother Timehin who led a group of 

hunters in exploration for water source. Timehin discovered Osun River and invited Larooye to settle around the 

river. But Timehin had earlier cut a branch of tree in order to be able to identify the place whenever they would 

eventually come to settle at the spot. In the process, he incurred the wrath of the river goddess when the cut 

branch fell into the river. A voice issuing out of the river mysteriously responded with shrill voice: “Ta lo fo 

ikoko aro mi o, eyin oso-igbo e tun de o” meaning “who broke my indigo pot, you wizards of the forest you are 

here again” (Awe and Albert, 1995: 1-12 and Pogoson, 1995: 152-167). The group fled the environment 

immediately. Nevertheless, Osun goddess called and instructed them to establish their settlement at a 

considerable distance from the river. The goddess instruction was yielded to. According to the directive of Osun 

goddess, annual sacrifice was offered to appease, venerate and sought her assistance since then.  

Osun soon became the guidance spirit of the town who made the people to prevail at the time of adversity. For 

instance, She subdued the incursion of the Fulani Jihadist against Osogbo. The goddess went against the Fulanis 

in human apparition and terribly devastated their ranks. This sacred act, coupled with the military support and 

protection ostensibly offered Osogbo by the Ibadan imperial army made immigrants, particularly, the refugees 

displaced by the Fulani incessant attacks on the Oyo towns to found refuge in Osogbo. More influx of people in 

Osogbo were recorded when the town was made the administrative headquarter of Osun Central in 1974 (Awe 

and Albert, 1995: 1–12). With the establishment of Railway transportation in Nigeria, the route is starting from 

Lagos, then Ibadan, passing through Osogbo – a terminus, and enroute the far North, the town soon became a 

huge success in economy. Further, the establishment of Nigeria Machine Tools in 1980 and Osogbo Steel 

Rolling Mills in 1983 (Egunjobi, 1995: 13–29) in Osogbo could not but put the town ahead of most other towns 

in the South west in commerce and industry. Osogbo thus, invariably attracted giant commercial holdings such 

as John Holts, CFAO, PZ (Petterson Zokonis), MDS, the General Post Office and many other local 

entrepreneurs. These factors apparently have great impact on the demography of the city steady increase in 

population. The population explosion witnessed at the time necessitated planning scheme against eventual 

impulsion in the emerging urban challenges.  

 

IV. Necessity for Urban Renewal and Environmental Beautification in Osogbo 

Colonel Leo Segun Ajiborisa became the Military Administrator of Osun State in 1991 when it was founded. He 

had hardly settled down, when he started the rebuilding of the town’s despicable infrastructure for befitting state 

capital. Ajiborisa re-engineered the new state capital to a befitting administrative headquarter. Although his 

tenure of four and half months was extremely short to make a meaningful impact in the arduous tasks of a state 

building, he however, received the challenge and fought well to making indelible impact in a city whose 

economy had been adversely affected. Then, only the vestiges of the Colonial provincial headquarter structures 

and a moribund railway station and its inherent struggling commercial attractions were on ground when Osogbo 

was pronounced the Osun state capital in 1991. This was vividly evidenced by the near empty commercial 

buildings such as: John Holts, Petterson Zokonis, Mandilas MDS, the CFAO Holdings, the General Post Office 
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and a few Commercial Banks, all cloistered within the heart of Osogbo township. Apparently, urban renewal 

plans and execution became necessary and primal, if the young state capital must have a befitting place among 

the rest states of Nigeria. Of a necessity also was the exercise particularly, in the recommercialisation of the city, 

by attracting to the town the new and encouraging the old investors who had left Osogbo at the heat of economic 

hardship.  

Part of Ajiborisa’s administration plans for the urban renewal projects, were expansion of the existing major 

roads in the town; the major one being from Gbogban road axis, stretching from Orita Olaiya, Old Garage to 

Igbona and Ayetoro. The roads were not only expanded, environmental beautification projects were also 

embarked upon, at specific points on the roads to enhance the metropolis. The actual locations chosen 

personally by Ajiborisa for landmark and strategic development, particularly, in the use of public outdoor 

sculpture were: Orita Olaiya/Odiolowo axis Round-about, Okefia and Dugbe round-about axis otherwise known 

as Old Garage as well as Ayetoro Junction. These four locations were then the economic nerves of the state 

capital. Since 1991, after the beautification projects, the statues of the locations have steadily achieved more 

prominence in socio-political and economic activities.  

More, than before and particularly, since the emergence of the Governor Aregbesola, Administration, many 

locations within the area such as, Ayetoro Junction, Igbona/Olonkoro, Old Garage, Orita Olaiya and Okefia 

Newspaper stands became popular points where people meet to discuss current political issues. The choice of 

the locations were therefore strategical, purely to make the city aesthetically alluring and captivating for the 

teeming populace of the entire Osogbo people.  

 

V. Commissioning of the statue of Baba Onisekere and other images 

Originally four statues planned for the locations mentioned above had been proposed to Osun State Government 

by a Lagos based artist. However, the approval was still at the discussion and consideration stage. When Col. 

Ajiborisa later visited Osun State College of Education on a familiarisation tour on September 1991, he became 

enthused with the spectacular garden sculpture of the Department of Fine Art of the College. Against this 

backdrop, he inquired if the department could produce sculpture image which could symbolise “Unity” for the 

state. This author, who was a young academic member of the department willing to take the challenge, breached 

protocol cautiously and assured the Administrator of his readiness to undertake the project unbehalf of the 

college and complete it within the stipulated time (Akintonde, 2004: 15 - 26). Being, pleased and assured of the 

competence of the department, Ajiborisa requested for sketches for the project within twenty-four hours. 

Akintonde worked through the night to produce some sketches and a 25cm clay model of a figure titled; Yeye 

Osun (plate 4). His entry was the only one accepted amongst other by the College and it was quickly forwarded 

to the Administrator for his consideration.  

 
Plate 4 

25cm clay model of Yeye Osun made by Moses Akintonde in 1991 

Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 1991 

The model was considered in a jury comprising of the Administrator who presided, the Secretary to the 

Government, Chief Tunde Aboaba and the Director of General Duties, Mr Femi Osunro. The model was 

approved and adopted as part of beautification unit for Old garage project. Because of high display of technical 

proficiency and promptness of action on the production of the model, Akintonde was further directed to produce 

more sketches for consideration. Additional three sketches were made comprising of sketches for a sekere 
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player metaphorically based on the main theme-“Unity.” Other sketches also produced were composite figures 

of Ode and Agbe and Unknwn soldier. All the sketches were accepted and approved for beautification units for 

Ayetoro junction, Orita Olaiya/Odiolowo Roundabout and the Military Memorial Square at Okefia beside the 

Government House Annex respectively. However, Chief Aboaba prevailed on the Administrator to allow the 

Lagos artist execute the Unknown Soldier image.  

That notwithstanding, the sketches of Unity under discussion in this study, attracted the interest of Col. Ajiborisa 

most. He vivaciously commented on the forms and the gyrating motion of the sekere on the index finger of an 

expert sekere player which he recalled he had seen several time during festivities among the Yoruba. His 

interest for the work was further demonstrated when he directed that the hitherto expanded span of Ayetoro 

Road, the site of Baba Onisekere be increased to provide good viewing advantage to the public after the erection 

of the work as well as good flow of traffic and pedestrian.  

 

VI. Unity in Thematic, Morphology and Iconic Conceptualisation 

Generally, the Yoruba inhabitant of Southwest of Nigeria has been identified with preference for art expression 

in realism (Fagg, 1994: 1–34). Unequivocally, the traditional art of the zone have shown penchant, for 

conventional realism. The style have been vividly displayed in the rich wood carving of Areogun and Bamidele 

of Odo-Owa, Osi Ekiti, Lamidi Fakeye of Ila-Orangun, Adugbologe, Agbonbiofe and the master of 

composition, the renowned Olowe of Ise, Ekiti (Fagg, 1990: 119 - 121 and Walker 1994 : 91 - 106). Even, in the 

remote twelfth and thirteenth century Ife bronze tradition, which Frobenius (1913: 310) claimed to belong to the 

classical Greek naturalism of the lost Atlantics (submerged by flood in ca.1500 B.C.); actually proved to be 

idealised realism of African tradition. This factor, reinforced by the highly traditional status of Osogbo and, a 

vibrant art centre was carefully considered by the artist who chose realism as the best option of expression for 

the form of statue that could symbolize Unity.        

The option however, presented its challenge for an instant identifiable form for the concept of “Unity.” The 

problem which probably could be well solved by non figural iconic representation was considered; but the idea 

was quickly jettisoned as abstract form might not be well comprehended by and attracted an average inhabitant 

of the city who were used to work of art expressed in realism. Even, if a bunch of brooms idiomatically 

expressed to symbolise unity in Yoruba language; ka serawa losusu owo (to be united as a bunch of broom) had 

been used, it might not present comprehensible meaning of the intent and most importantly, the high aesthetic 

appeal of the sekere player type. Being confronted by these realities, Akintonde decided to explore figural 

representation in the execution of the work. The possibility of composite figural representation for instantaneous 

title identification by the public was also high. Nonetheless, the limited time permitted for the execution of the 

project negates its reality. For this reason, a metaphorical image was considered best option at the time; so the 

image of sekere player became more appealing and acceptable. 

The artist’s imagination caught the popular ectactic moment of Yoruba sekere player in performance. At this 

stage, the musical instrument is often tossed into the air and caught with an index finger of the player, spinning 

the sekere into rhythmic gyration momentarily. This action often impulsively thrown spectators into effusive 

and frenzy actions. Skillful and witty sekere player usually prod monetary gift from spectators with deserved 

accolade. Significantly, the ability of sekere performer to coordinate his entire body structure, from the thinnest 

human organ to the most prominent in unison, to effectively support the action was the eventual focal point of 

the artist. The idea was observed would provide comprehensive morphological and iconic interpretation of the 

metaphor in instamatic gyration of sekere within the ambiance of entertainment, as adequate for “unity of 

purpose”. In concept generation, this idea underscored the production of the sekere man figure in performance 

as iconic mode for Unity. Conceptually, the young Osun State at birth required services of experienced 

technocrat and supportive services in all social endenvours. This is believed would provide good service 

delivery and galvanise the development of the state to an enviable position. The image in concrete terms should 

pontificate civic order to the public; for all hands to be on deck for the upliftment of the state. Based on the 

perceived ideal of the concept, Akintonde swung into action and brought into life his imagination, in a two 

hundred and eighty-five centimetres height statue of Baba Onisekere.  

 

VII. The Baba Onisekere: Eponiming of Ayetoro Junction 

No sooner the statue was unveiled than the public showed preference for Baba Onisekere title (the man with 

percussion) because it seemed plausible to the public as better title for the image over sekere player. Ayetoro the 

location of the statue, instantly was renamed Baba Onisekere un-officially by the public. This new name became 

popular among the commuter drivers, the Okada riders (commercial motorcyclists) and their passengers. The 

name spread like wild fire and gain currency more by the day; becoming an eponym of Ayetoro Street since 

1991, when the statue was unveiled. This phenomenon is not strange among the Yoruba. For instance, a place 

where any pleasant event took place was usually given a name identifiable to the event as a land mark. The 

factor of Baba Onisekere eponymy of Ayetoro Street attracted much historical inferences to the statue, 

particularly, because of the seeming popularity it ascribed to those who hold one erroneous claim or the other to 
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it. Perhaps it was for this reason, certain group of people started to perceive the statue was purposefully 

produced to eulogies their family feat in the sekere vocation.  

Nevertheless the location of the Baba Onisekere was not even proximally located to the Alusekere group of 

Atobisan Compound, Pantesan (Plantation) area; Akolodo Compound and Oniyere Compound, Osogbo; and, 

the statue never had anything to do with the families of the Alusekere. As an eyewitness of this phenomenon in 

an encounter in 1996, I listened with rapt attention in a taxi to a middle age male co-passenger’s story about a 

Baba Onisekere as the vehicle drove past the statue. The man, in his story, tenaciously laid claim to the statue as 

representing his primordial clan ancestor whose vocation was sekere performing entertainer member of 

Alusekere compound in Osogbo. He claimed the sekere man was immortalized because of his superfluous 

sekere performance. However, I quickly interjected him. I introduced myself to him as the artist who produced 

the work and offered him and the other audience in the taxi the appropriate meaning and function of the work 

which he did not objected for whatever reason.  

By 2009, the publication of Abiodun (2009: 8-9) in Osun Mail, a local bi-monthly news paper also published an 

article on the renovation of Baba Onisekere. The publication was made thoughtfully to laud the environmental 

beautification and protection scheme of the Ministry of Environment of Osun State Government. In the 

publication, Baba Onisekere was spot-lighted as the commemorative figure of a renowned professional sekere 

player, who hailed from a nearby Ilie town. The sekere player was said to perform in the same manner expressed 

in the statue once a year during the Osun Osogbo festival, at the location of the statue (Baba Onisekere). The 

publication states as follows:  

Anytime Baba Onisekere is coming from Ilie for the festival (i.e. Osun festival), he will first stop at this junction 

and performs for some minutes before heading to Osun Osogbo groove…  

To immortalize the achievements and contribution of Baba Onisekere towards the Osun Osogbo festival, a 

statue of Baba Onisekere was erected at Ayetoro junction in 1991 by Colonel Ajiborisa administration 

(Abiodun, 2009: 8-9). 

 

The account of the said Alusekere from Ilie was apparently a conjecture, spuriously made up by certain 

individual and fed to the news paper without establishing the veracity of the claim. The ruse became apparent, 

as no known sekere player have specifically staged performance of the nature described in the newspaper, 

before and since the twenty-four years post un-veiling of the statue. The location of the statue, where I also pass 

through daily to my place of work provided me a vantage position to view current events in and around the 

statue. Throughout my three years residence in the area, between 1996 and 1999, I did not witness or hear of any 

performance of Alusekere from Ilie or elsewhere at the location of the statue. I have also investigated the claim 

of the perceived “Alusekere” compound in Osogbo. There is no compound named Alusekere in the town.  No 

member among the sekere player groups in Osogbo and Ilie corroborated the story. Although, I know that, the 

Baba Onisekere was not made for any Alusekere family, I tried to examine and present a brief history of the 

Alusekere groups in Osogbo who are presently located in the three compounds in Osogbo originally as itinerant 

musicians; and the groups’ enterprise in musical vocation within Osogbo and the environs as well as the Ilie 

Alusekere group. This, significantly, will once and for all present the true history of the statue of Unity without 

any encumbrance on the production origin of the statue. The effort in art historical perspective will definitely 

shape the course of history of the statue in the right direction.      

 

VIII. The Connection of Alusekere Compound in Osogbo and Ilie and the Baba Onisekere 

There is no Alusekere compound in both Osogbo and Ilie as claimed by the Osun Mail. Omibiyi – Obidike 

(1995: 138-152) who examined music and musical ensemble for rituals and social event in Osogbo did not list 

sekere as an important musical instrument used in rituals. The list of drum used in the rituals of Osun goddess 

comprised of set of bembe Iya Ilu (the mother drum), akele, ehin and isaju. Musical ensemble use in the rituals 

of other gods in Osogbo did not also comprised of sekere. Although, sekere may be played along with dundun 

(talking drum) for general use, Omibiyi-Obidike, (1995: 138-152) copious and well illustrated studies could not 

have lost sight of the importance of sekere performance in Osun and other important festivals in Osogbo. Infact, 

the name ‘Alusekere compound’ did not appear in the list of compounds in Osogbo complied by Osogbo 

Progressive Union (O.P.U), the leading social club of Osogbo indigenes (Osogbo Progressive Union (O.P.U) 

National 2011: 14-17).    

However, there are a group of people known as Alusekere (sekere players) in Osogbo. These people are itinerant 

sekere players whose progenitor came from old Oyo to Osogbo. According to Popoola Ajani, an octogenarian 

sekere player, he noted that two agnatic brothers who are sekere players left Oyo in the pre-colonial time in 

search of greener pasture. One settled in Ede, where he practiced his vocation. The second brother proceeded to 

Akolodo Compound in Osogbo and indigenised. The great grandfather of Popoola Ajani who settled in Akolodo 

Compound later became a sekere performer to the Ataoja of Osogbo, the paramount ruler of Osogbo. His 

descendants likewise, have also been performing in the court of Ataoja. For instance, Popoola Ajani had played 

sekere for three Ataojas before he retired recently. However, he is still the President Association of Sekere 
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Players in Osogbo. His sons still practice the vocation. There are other groups of sekere players in Osogbo who 

are also related to those of Akolodo Compound. They are located at Atobisan Compound and Ile Onyere 

Compound) in Osogbo. 

Mention had also been made about the existence of Alusekere Compound in Ilie, a town in Olorundan Local 

Government in Osogbo. In the account of Abiodun (2009: 8 - 9), it emphatically stated that, a popular Alusekere 

of Ilie descent always come to pay homage to Osun goddess, in Osogbo. From this context it would seemed 

there is a connection between the Ilie sekere player and the group in Osogbo beyond entertainment. However, 

Popoola Ajani claimed there is no such compound in Ilie. He observed that sekere players also co-exist with 

dundun (talking drum) vocation; a known vocation in Ilie; but the sekere players did not have any special 

history in Ilie and they are not of Alusekere descent of Akolodo Compound. Nevertheless, Fasola Suara and 

Olaore Lateef of Ekerin Compound Ilie who are dundun (talking drum) drummers, claimed there is no Alusekere 

Compound in the town. They also claimed that, Shittu Adeleke also of Ekerin Compound in Ilie was the only 

sekere player in the town. According to Fasola, his agnatic lineaged migrated from Ikoyi in Ogbomoso to Ilie in 

late 19th century. Fasola explained further that Adeleke who also hailed from Ekerin Compound in Ilie died 

around 1990 since then nobody play sekere as vocation in Ilie. He maintained that there is no special feat or 

history about sekere vocation in Ilie and no oral history recorded any reputable sekere performer of the type 

mentioned by Abiodun (2009: 7-8) in the Osun Mail publication.  However, sekere players have always been 

invited from Ifon Osun, a town situated about ten kilometers to Ilie for performance.    

Be that as it may, the Popoola Ajani of Alusekere descent and other groups in Ile Atobiosan Compound, Akepe 

Plantation area and Ita Olokan in Osogbo as well as Shittu Adeleke in Ilie did not present any patriotic status 

that could have necessitated being immortalized as claimed by the editor of Osun Mail. All these veterian sekere 

players vehemently rejected all claims associating their prowess with the statue of Baba Onisekere erected in 

Ayetoro, Osogbo. At this point, it is necessary to divest the historical genealogy of Alusekere groups in Osogbo 

and Ilie of the statue of Baba Onisekere. Although, the statue of Unity, was expressed in realism, inspired by the 

form and symbolic performance of sekere player, it only employed the metaphorical meaning aligned with the 

form to critically express the concept of the statue as a “Unity of purpose” usually display by the body chemistry 

of sekere player in the height of performance to further the corporate development of the young Osun state. The 

perceived historical connection between the statue of Baba Onisekere and the said Alusekere men and the 

Alusekere compound as well as the use of the statue of Baba Onisekere as an insignal of culture in Osogbo as 

claimed also by Conscience International (2004: 78) is fallacious, deceitful and delusive. It is also casuistic in 

the presentation of historical facts. 

IX. Conclusion 

The task of urban development was paramount in the administration of Col. Ajiborisa in Osun state. The short 

but eventful period of only four months and few days achieved a lot in environmental beautification. Part of the 

beautification was the erection of symbolic outdoor sculpture images in strategic places in Osogbo. Although 

the sculptures attracted great applause from the public, yet, the statue of Baba Onisekere attracted some 

misconception in meaning and function. The title of the statue was subtly contentious-putting doubt on the 

origin and purpose of the commissioning of the work. Thus it created art historical problem. For instance, the 

title of the statue did not provide immediate conceptual meaning to all sectors of the public; as the metaphoric 

derivated figural expression appeared too abstract in meaning. However, lack of public enlightenment on public 

art commission, production and the basic concept in production and meaning of public outdoor sculptures in 

Osun state also heightened the logjam. Arising from the problem was the misinterpretation of the works and 

denial of inherent intrinsic aesthetic appeal in the work. However, from the study, the spurious and fallacious 

claims on the work observed in some quarters has significantly been laid to rest and a better understanding of 

the statue of Baba Onisekere in art historical perspective hopefully have been preserved.            
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